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Abstract
The problem of updating the global position of an autonomous vehi-
cle is considered. An iterative procedure is proposed to fit a map to a
set of noisy point measurements. The procedure is inspired by a non-
parametric procedure for probability density function mode searching.
We show how this could be used to solve the global position update prob-
lem in an efficient and robust way. The simple procedure combines the a
priori knowledge from the known map of the environment, the extracted
information from calibrated camera images and the information from the
vehicle wheels rotation measurements. Because it is very simple the pro-
cedure is appropriate to be performed in real-time.

1 Introduction

An autonomous vehicle should be able to perform a given tasks in a dynamic environ-
ment. The vehicle should be able to sense the state of the environment in order to be
able to perform its actions.

The architecture of an experimental autonomous vehicle is described in the next
section. For executing the various tasks the vehicle needs to navigate through the com-
plex office environment. Obstacles should be detected and avoided, but it is also essen-
tial to know the vehicle location in the global office map. With known initial position
and wheels rotation measurements the position at some later time can be reconstructed
by odometry. The problem is that the errors are accumulated and the uncertainty grows
with time. Additional information about the environment must be used to update the
position. We assume that a known map of the static layout of the office environment is
available. How to use this a priori knowledge and the information from a camera sen-
sor in a simple, robust and efficient way is the main topic of this paper. A robust map
matching technique is proposed in this paper. Then, we demonstrate how this could be
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used to solve the global autonomous vehicle position update problem. Finally, some
preliminary experiments are shown.

2 Architecture

An experimental low-budget, PC-based, robot vehicle was developed as test-bed for
autonomous system development. The scheme of the robot is shown in figure 1. The
vehicle is equipped with a number of different sensors. A number of ultrasonic sensors
are mounted on the sides of the robot. They are basically used for close object detection
and obstacle avoidance. Tachometers give the information about the wheels rotation
speeds. As an important information source a wide angle camera is mounted on the
front side of the robot. A common scene as viewed by the robot’s camera is shown in
figure 4. The wide angle lenses introduce large distortions. The camera is calibrated
using the simple procedure presented in (Zhang, 2000). More details about the vehicle
architecture can be found in (Zivkovic, 1998).

The objective of the test-bed is to explore techniques by which the robot vehicle can
navigate in an office environment using natural properties of the building. Although
we allow the control program to exploit pre-knowledge of the static building features,
we also have to cope with the actual situation in a robust and reactive manner. The
control architecture for autonomous agents have been previously proposed by many
researchers (Muller, 1997). The control architecture we used is behaviour-based. De-
tailed information about the framework that was developed is given in (Schoute, 2001).

Bottom view

Side view

Figure 1: The robot scheme - with the vehicle coordinate frame (MCS) and the camera
coordinate system (CCS)

3 A single point matching

In this section we analyze the simple problem of estimating the point position given a
set of noisy point position measurements.
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3.1 Robust point matching

Lets assume that we are measuring a 2D position ��� � � � � �� of a point with high
noise level and a huge number of outliers as shown in the figure 2. Lets denote a set of
the point position measurements with � ����� �� ����

��� ��. The problem is to estimate

the 2D position of the point ���� . One might naively assume this could easily be done by
finding the point that minimizes the distances from all other points:

���� � �����	
���

��
���

���� ���� ��
� (1)

However, due to the huge number of outliers this would lead to poor results.
A solution, closely related to the well known robust statistics methods described in

detail in (Huber, 1981) and (Hampel, Ronchetti, Rousseeuw and Stahel, 1986), is to
use a weight function �� 
�� that limits the influence of the far away points (possible
outliers):

���� � �����	
���

��
���

��

�������� ���� ��

�����
�

(2)

where � is the parameter that controls the break point distance after which the points
��� � are considered to be outliers. An example function �� 
�� could be:

�� 
�� �

�
� if � � �
� otherwise

(3)

There are various ways for solving (2). In the next section we reformulate the
problem in order to get a simple and well behaved solution.

3.2 Sample mean shift

It is interesting for the future analysis to reformulate the problem by choosing an equiv-
alent weight function:

�
�� � 	
�� �� 
��� �

�
	
�� �� if � � �

 otherwise
(4)

where 	 is an appropriately chosen constant described later. This turns the previously
defined minimization problem (2) to a maximization problem:

���� � ������
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(5)

We could regard the point position measurements � ����� �� ����
��� �� as a random

sample from some underlying probability density function. The value of the underly-
ing probability density function at point ��� is denoted as 
�


��� �. The Parzen kernel
estimate of the probability density function at point ��� using the previously defined
kernel (4) (also known as Epanechnikov kernel) looks like:

�
�
��� � �
�
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(6)
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where � is the dimension of ��� � (and ��� also) and the constant 	 from (4) should be
appropriately chosen so that �
�
��� � integrates to one.

We observe that the probability density function approximation �
�
��� � has the same
form as (5). Therefore, the robust point matching problem is equivalent to the problem
of finding the maximum of �
�
��� � (mode finding).

In many situations the most of the practically relevant information in a random
sample would be obtained if we could estimate the mode of the underlying probability
density function. In the previous analysis it was demonstrated that starting from a
simple point matching problem and using some standard and natural heuristics to solve
it, we arrive to the same conclusion. The probability density mode estimation is a well
known subject in the probability and statistics area (Parzen, 1962). A simple iterative
local mode search method is described in next (see also (Fukunaga and Hostetler, 1975)
and (Tukey, 1976)).

The derivatives of the approximate probability density function can be easily com-
puted. The first order derivative is (gradient vector):
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and the second order derivative (Hessian matrix):
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where �� and ��� are the first and the second order derivatives of the kernel used in the
probability density function estimation.

A Newton type iterative local maxima search can be written as:

���� ��� ����� � ��� 
���� ���
���� ���� (9)

where���� � is the estimated position of the maximum at �-th iteration.
The behaviour of the Newton type iterations depends on the underlying function.

There are many extensions that can guarantee the convergence. In our special case
keeping only the first term in (8) we get the well known mean shift algorithm:
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�����
� (10)

It can be shown that the mean shift iterations (10) are globally convergent if the
kernel function � is convex and monotonic decreasing (see (Comaniciu, Ramesh and
Meer, 2000) and (Comaniciu and Meer, 2002)).
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An example generated using uniformly distributed outliers is shown in figure 2.
Starting from the mean of the data the mean shift converges to the mode of the distri-
bution.
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Figure 2: Mean shift mode search with 70% outliers

4 Map matching

We assume that we have a global map of the environment. It consists of � positions
of the corners � � ���� �� ����

���
� in the global 2D coordinate system (���). Lets
assume that we measured the positions� ����� �� ����

��� �� of some of the corners with
lots of noise and outliers and in another coordinate system ��� � that is translated by
��
� and rotated for an angle� with respect to the���. The problem of map matching is

to estimate the translation and rotation ���� � � ���� � �� �� between the two coordinate

systems from the given noisy measurements. A natural way of formulating the problem
is similar to the previously described point matching problem. Each map point ��� � is
matched to the nearby points as described by the weight function �. This can be written
as:
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is the transformation between the two coordinate systems.
Following the same logic as in the previous point matching problem we get the

following iterative procedure:

��� ��� �
��� � � ���� � (13)
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is the derivative of the function �
��� ��
��� � (a � 	 � matrix). The final value of the

iterative process ��� � we use as the estimated ���� .
An example on simulated data is shown in figure 3. The outliers are uniform dis-

tributed and the point measurements normal distributed. There are 70% outliers. Three
points from the map are observed and can be seen in the figure as three distinct point
clusters. Starting from some nearby pose the algorithm converges to the true pose after
few iterations. The initial and the final pose are presented in the figure. For the real
data example see figure 5.
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Figure 3: Matching three map corners

5 Global position update

In the previous sections we proposed a method for the robust map fitting. The problem
of updating the global autonomous vehicle position is the main goal of this paper. We
describe here how this problem can be transformed to the previous map fitting problem.
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Lets denote the current vehicle position
��
� 
�� and orientation �
�� at time � in the

global coordinate system ��� as ��� 
�� � �
��
� � 
�� �
�� �� . If only the wheel

rotation measurements are used the current estimate ���� 
�� at time � could have accu-
mulated a large error:

���� 
�� ����� 
������ 
�� (16)

We assume also that integrating the wheel rotation measurements gives us still a rea-
sonable estimate of the vehicle pose within a certain small time window � 
 � :

���� 
������ 
�� � ���� 
�� for � � � � �� ���� � (17)

First, we describe how a single global position update could be done:

1. Lets say that after some time � � � we think that the accumulated error ���� is
getting too big. At this point we can start detecting some distinctive points in
the camera images that we expect to correspond mostly to some points from our
known environment map � � ���� �� ����

���
�. We propose to use for example
the corner-like points that, we hope, correspond mostly with the corners of the of-
fice environment and lie in the floor level (a simple way of extracting such points
is described in the next section). A detected image point under the assumption
that it lies in the known floor level (calibrated camera), can be transformed to its
2D floor position with respect to the vehicle. Using the current estimate ���� 
��
we can transform the point to its global map position (in ���). Performing this
for all the detected points of interest for all the images during some short time
interval � � � � �� ���� � gives us a set of 2D points � ����� �� ����

��� ��.

2. Because the accumulated error ���� is present in the���� 
�� during � � ���� ���� �
(see the assumption (17)), the 2D points � are actually the points in a translated
and rotated coordinate system��� �. We recognize here the previously analyzed
map matching problem. We can use the previously proposed iterative procedure
to fit the map � to the data � and estimate ���� . Note that at least two corner
points measurements should form distinguishable clusters in order to be able to
fit the map.

3. Update the current vehicle position estimate ���� 
��.
In a practical implementation this global position update could be done constantly

by adding the new measurements from the new images to � and throwing away the
measurements from� that are older than � . The time interval � depends on how good
the wheel rotation measurements are (the assumption (17) must be valid). It is also
possible to use the older measurements but giving them some small weight factor to
reduce their influence. There are various possibilities but that is beyond the scope of
this paper.

The algorithm presents a simple way of combining the information from the cam-
era, the information from the sensors measuring the wheels rotation and the knowledge
contained in the known environment map. By looking at the equation (14) we see that
if there are no points near some of the points from the environment map � this terms
just disappear. So, if the environment map was huge and we observed only a few vis-
ible corners, this would have no influence for the map matching procedure. Therefore
no complex visibility analysis is needed. For reducing computational time we could
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just throw away some points from the map that are too far from the current vehicle po-
sition. Note also that at some distance from the vehicle the transformation from image
to the floor position is too sensitive to the image position errors and these points should
be avoided anyway or their influence should be limited by a weight factor .

6 Experiments

We describe here some of our preliminary experiments. First we describe a simple way
to detect corners that are likely to correspond to the environment map corners and lie
in the floor level. Then, the results from one of the experiments are presented.

6.1 Point measurements

An office environment map consists of walls and doors. The corners and the doors
present vertical structures in the images taken by the robot. These structures also end
up on the floor level. We could try to detect the corners and the doors by detecting all
almost vertical lines (edge detection + Hough transform) (see figure 4 b)). Finding the
last long connected parts of the vertical lines (edges) we get the points that possibly
lie in the floor level and hopefully correspond to the corners and doors from our global
map. The camera is calibrated and using the well known inverse perspective mapping
we can reconstruct 2D position of the points in the floor level from a single image
(that is all under the assumption that the points are in the known floor level). It is
obvious that this point detection method will lead to many false detections (outliers)
and errors. However, the robust techniques we presented here should be able to resolve
this problems.

Using these type of point measurements actually means that our map � consists
of all the corners from our environment. Any other object with fixed placement that
matches up the description (vertical edges that end up at the floor level) should also be
included: cupboard edges, legs of the tables,...(see figure 5). The chairs and but also
the tables that are often moved should be probably excluded.

a) original scene

b) detected vertical lines(lower half)

Figure 4: The observed scene
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6.2 Global position update experiment

An example from our preliminary experiments is presented in figure 5. The vehicle
was moving and the points of interest are detected as described in the previous section.
This was done for � images. Time difference between two consecutive images was
��� (� � � � ��� � ��). All the detected points are transformed to the global
map coordinate system according to the wheel measurement sensors (��� �). The
manually created map was than fitted to the points as presented in figure 5a. Using the
estimated rotation and translation error ���� we present the updated vehicle trajectory
� � � � �� ���� � in the global map coordinate system (���) in figure 5b. We also
present here all the detected points but transformed to the ���.

The first image that was processed is presented in the figure 4. The vehicle was
at the origin and looking in the �-axis direction. Note that the chair and the table in
the right part of the image (behind the cupboard) were not included in the map. They
produced many point measurements (see figure 5b) but that had no influence for the
map fitting. We can also see that there are many errors for the far away points. It is
also noticeable that often the lowest part of a vertical line is detected on some wrong
higher level and the points are then projected as they were further than they actually
are. However, the map fitting procedure is not very sensitive to this systematic errors.
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Figure 5: Global vehicle position update

7 Conclusions

An iterative procedure is proposed to fit a map to a set of noisy measurements. We have
shown how this could be used to solve the global autonomous vehicle position update
problem. The procedure is very simple and robust. There are still many possibilities
for improvement. The main point in the further research could be to test the procedure
with other types of image measurements. In principle anything that could correspond
to something in the map and can be detected, could be used. Still we need to be able
to reconstruct the position of the detected object in 2D floor plane in order to use it
directly in the current map fitting procedure. Relaxing this requirement to form a pro-
cedure that uses the detected objects image position only could be an interesting point
to investigate. Further, the proposed map fitting procedure is a local search method.
For practical use also some global search methods should be developed to be able to
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start without initialization and to recover from possible errors. Finally, the environment
map was manually constructed. Developing techniques for automatic map generation
is also important.
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